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I. DEVELOPMENT OF FLUID-LEVEL MEASURING DEVICES
Oil operators and engineers have long felt the
need for some method of determining fluid levels in oil
wells. Before knowledge of prod.uctivi ty index and pres-
sure-flow relations became general, this need was often
expressed by engineers attempting to calculate the hy-
draulic horsepower requirements of a pumping well, and by
operators who were concerned with the efficacy of subsur-
face equ1pment.
The perfection and application of bottom hole
pressure gauges filled, to a certain extent, the need for
a means of studying subsurface conditions snd, by the use
of such gauges,much additional data were obtained regard-
ing flow conditions in various reservoirs. However, bot-
tom hole pressure equipment was expensive and, when used
on pumping wells, its use required the pulling of rods
and, in many cases, tubing. Frequently, considerable
down-time and loss of production were incurred. These
factors greatly limited the use of bottom hole pressure
equipn:e nt.
1. Early History of Fluid-Level Measurements
The velocities of sound waves through various
media have long been known. As early as 1898, experi-
2menta were made and patents were obtained by B. C. Batch-
elle~Who utilized the velocity of sound waves for locat-
ing obstructions in tubes. The Batcheller apparatus con-
sisted of a revolver, which initiated a sound wave by
firing a cartridge, a protecting valve, a diaphragm for
detecting the returning waves, and a stylus for recording
them.
Numerous attempts were later made to utilize
sound waves to determine fluid-levels in oil wells.
These attempts were unsuccessful, largely due to the
fact that the audible high-frequency sound waves, with
wi th early experiroonts were made, did not have suffic-
ient range to permit reception and recording byappar-
atus then available.
In 1932, Lehr and Watt, engineers for the Shell
Oil Corporation, in California, conducted experiments us-
ing compressed gas to generate pressure waves. The gas
thus being used created a low-frequency wave which had
sufficient range to give perceptible reflections from the
fluid level in oil wells. Patents were granted to Lehr
and fatt covering their experimental work.
2. The Deptbogrswh
In 1935, C. P. aIker and others formed what is
3now the Depthograph Company and, working under the pat-
ents of Lehr and ~att, began the development of commerc-
ial equipment for determining fluid levels in oil wells.
Depthograph equipment consisted essentially of a chamber
of compressed gas for generating a pressure wave, a dia-
phragm for intercepting the returning waves, a mirror ac-
tuated by the diaphragm, an optical system for directing
a light beam reflected by the mirror, and a camera for
photographing the light beam. The same prinoiple 1s
still used, although numerous improvements have been made.
At first, the Depthograph obtained reflections
only from the top of the fluid column and from obstruct-
ions such as tUbing-catchers or liner tops. In some in-
stances special reflectors were placed at kno~n depthson
the tubing. Such markers were used to determine the ve-
locity ot the wave through the annular space in the well
and, when markers were at appreciable depths, fluid-level
determine,tiona could be calculated vii th reasonable accur-
acy.
Inasmuch as the velocity varied tram well to
well, depending on the density of the gas, it was neces-
sary, in the absence at definite markers, to use other
means tor determining the velocity. For this purpose, a
metal tube twelve teet long was used. Gas from the well
4to be tested was passed through the tube at some constant
rate. A rotary valve at one end of the tUbe created
pressure impuI~es, and these impulses were recorded on a
diaphragm at the other end of the tube. By comparing the
frequency of the oscillations through the gas with the
frequency through air, the relative velocities could be
determined.
easurements based on velocity calculations
were not very satisfactory. The density of the gas in a
well did not always remain constant, and 1t was often
difficult to obtain representative samples. Furthermore,
the process required considerable time and testing.
Placing reflectors in wells was expensive, and many wells
did not have tubing catchers or liner tops which could be
used to correlate measurements.
Improvements were constantly being made and it
was soon discovered that reflections could be obtained
from tubing collars. Most operators had tubing tallies
on their wells, and the use of tubing joints gave a def-
inite and reasonably accurate basis for calculations. At
present this method is used almost entirely.
ilhile working with and correlating the velocity
of pressure waves from known depths, the Depthograph Com-
pany obtained and accumulated a large mass of data re-
5garding velooities of pressure waves through various
gases. An empirioal ourve was oonstructed from Which the
speoific gravity of a gas could be determined by knoWing
the velooity of the pressure wave throUgh it.
3. The Eaho-Meter
Some time after work on the Depthograph was
started, the International Geophysics Company, of Calif-
ornia, began the construction of a competitive deviee.
called the Echo-Meter. The Eeho-~ter utilizes an auto-
matically fired gun and a specially prepared cartridge
for initiating a pressure wave in the annulus of a well.
An eleotrically-operated quick-opening valve proteots the
miorophone from the effeots of the oharge. The micro-
phone for deteoting wave reflections is a 'fucker "hot-
wire" grid Which is energized by an electric current.
Changes 1n the potential of the energized circuit are
caused by the cooling effect of eny returning wave re-
flections, Bnd suoh changes are recorded by means of an
amplifying system and a direct-recording stylus, actuated
by two electro-magnetic drives.
Early efforts with the Eaho-Meter, like those
with the Depthograph, made use of velooity calculations
for determining fluid levels. At the present time, how-
6ever, tubing-collar reflections are used exalusiTely as a
basis for calculations.
Present Echo-Meter equipment has been unable to
obtain collar reflections as clearly or to as great
depths as has the Depthograph, nor has it been as suc-
cessful in determining well oapacities where any tech-
nique other than fluid-level measurements were required.
The instrument has had a broad scope of application, how-
eTer.
Both the Echo-Mater and Depthograph companies
carry complete equipment for making fluid-level determin-
ations on a light truck Which may be placed within a few
feet of the well head when making tests.
4. The Sonic Meter
The Sonic Meter, built by the Gulf Research
Laboratory, at Harmarville, Pennsylvania, is the most re-
cent addition to fluid-level measuring equipment. Elec-
tric blasting-caps are used to generate a pressure wave
in the well annulus. A carbon-button microphone detects
the returning wave reflections and transmits the impulse
to an oscillograph. A beam of light is reflected from
the oscillograph into the lens of a camera, thereby pro-
viding a record of tubing-collar and fluid level reflect-
ions.
7The Sonic Meter has been used quite extensively
in Kansas for conducting well studies. Under favorable
conditions, collar reflections have been obtained to
depths of 3300 feet, and fluid-level reflections from
approximately 4450 feet. The clarity of the collar re-
flections and the depths to which they are obtainable,
with the Sonic ter, compare favorably with those obtain-
ed by the Echo-Meter. At the present time, Depthograph
equipment and technique appear to be superior to that or
others.
5. Present Status of Fluid Level Measurements
Development of fluid-level measuring devices
has been rapid during the past four years, and the use of
this equipment by independent service companies has made
subsurface data available on a much wider scale than was
possible with bottom-hole pressure gauges. The State of
Kansas has officially recognized the use of fluid-level
measuring devices and bottom-hole pressure gauges in de-
termining well potentials which are used as a basis for
prorating allowable oil. In California, bottom-hole
pressure measurements, made with gauges or by Depthograph
determinations, are used officially in determining well
potentials.
8Potentials or well capacities, determined from
bottom-hole pressure measurements, are based on a
straight-line relationship between pressure at the bottom
of the well and the rate of production. Under oertain
conditions, fluid level is proportional to pressure and
may be substituted therefor. Well tests, utiliZing the
relationship between pressure or fluid-level and product-
ion rate, eliminate the necessity for high rates and ex-
tended periods of production, inasmuoh as the pressure-
flow relationship may be obtained from restricted rates
of production. Potentials taken in this manner have com-
monly been referred to as "drawdown" potentials, the name
deriving from the drawing-down of the bottom-hole pres-
sure or fluid level by increasing the rate of production.
Fluid-level measurelIJ:lnts are being widely used
in making well studies. The fluid level of a ~ell, at
the normal operating COndition, oan be obtained within a
tew minutes after a truck arrives at the location, and
without interrupting the production of ell fluids. Ex-
tended well studies require considerable time but may be
oonduoted with very little interference to production,
and at relatively low cost.
9II. USES OF FlUID-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS
The mechanics of determining fluid levels and a
knowledge of the depth-to-fluid in a well are matters of
general interest. To the oil-producer, however, such in-
formation is of value only as it may affect the operation
of a well or reservoir. Specifically, fluid-level meas-
urements may be used for the following:
(1) To determine the productivity inde~ and
capacity of a well.
(2) To determine the hydraulic horsepower re-
quired to lift fluid.
(3) To determine proper speed, size, and locat-
ion of the pump.
(4) To determine the efficacy of packer sett-
ings.
(5) To locate faulty flow valves in gas-11ft
operations.
(5) To study reservoir conditions.
Undoubtedly, numerous other uses for fluid-
level determinations will occur, but, in general, the
above covers the more common applications which, to some
extent, overlap. The determination of well capacity,
for instance, would give requisite information for de-
termining hydraulic horsepower requirements, or proper
pump setting.
10
However, determination of well capacity
usually requires extended tests which may not be neces-
sary in obtaining information for other purposes.
In addition to the above, fluid-level measur-
ing devices may also be used to locate leaks 1n casing or
obstructions of various natures when such occur above
the fluid level. At the present time, however, only the
Depthograph has been adapted to determining casing leaks.
The Sonic ter probably could be used for this purpose,
but the Echo-Meter is not suitable tor such usage 8S the
Tucker microphone does not distinguish between positive
and negative reflections.
11
III. APPLICATION OF FLUID-LEVEL MEAS'UREMlmTS
1. Theory of Bottom-Hole Pressure Measurements
The term "productivity index" has come into
rather general use during recent years. As commonly used,
it is expressed as a factor which represents the number
of barrels of fluid a well will produce per 24 hours for
each pound per square inch reduction in bottom-hole pres-
sure. A well producing 100 barrels per day at a pressure
differential (reservoir pressure minus producing bottom-
hole pressure) of 50 pounds, would have a productivity
index of two (2). The well's capacity in barrels per 24
hours would be the product of its reservoir pressure
(pounds per square inch) and its productivity index.
This obviously implies a straight-line relat-
ionship between production rate in barrels of fluid, and
bottom-hole pressure. This relationship does not apply
under all condi tiona, but the number of wells. in which
the production rate is an approximate straight-line func-
tion of pressure droP. is sufficiently large to give wide
application to the usage of the productivity index theory.





Q • production rate, barrels per 24 hours
C = productivity index factor (barrels per 24
hours/pound pressure drop)
Pr =static reservoir pressure, pounds/square
inch
pp• equilibrium bottom-hole pressure, pounds/
square inch at rate ~
Then:
Q, m.ex =CPr (2)
If the static reservoir pressure cannot be de-
termined, the relationship may be expressed as follows:
(3)
Where:
Q is the production rate, barrels per 24
hours at the equilibrium bottom-hole pres-
sure, Pp2
Q.l is the production rate, barrels per 24hours at the equilibrium bottom-hole pres-
sure, Ppl
C is the productivity index factor, barrels
per 24 hours/pounds drop in bottom-hole
pressure
Under these conditions the maximum capacity of
the well may be expressed as follows:
(4)
Equations 3 and 4 are preferable to Equations 1
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and 2 for determining the productivity index and capacity
for the reason that the static pressure is frequently sub-
ject to considerable error, as well as often being dlffi-
cult to obtain.
2. Bottom Hole Pressures from Fluid-Level asurelIBnts
Under equilibrium conditions, the pressure at
the bottom of a well is equal to the sum of the pressure
of the fluid column, the pressure of the gas column in
the annulus, and the pressure at the well head. This may
be stated as follows:
hd





is the bottom hole pressure, pound,s/square
inch
is the height of the fluid column in the
well, in feet
is the mean density of the fluid, pounds/
cubic foot
is the pressure due to the gas column,
lb/sq. in.
is the pressure at the well head, pounds/
sq. in.
A pressure gauge placed at the bottom of the
well measures the total of the above components. Determ-
inations of bottom-hole pressures ~ th fluid-level meas-
uring devices require that the component parts be de-
termined independently.
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Wells in which the productivity indices and ca-
pacities are subject to determination by fluid-level
measuring devices fall into two general classifications:
(1) Those in which all the factors enumerated in E~uation
Five (5) must be taken into account, and, (2) those in
which the height of the fluid column alone may be used in
determining the productivity index, and the other factors
disregarded. In Class 2 are many wells, such as the
majority of the Arbuckle lime wells in Kansas, which pro-
duce such a small amount of gas that, under proper con-
ditions, the fluid density does not change appreciably at
d1fferent rates of production, and the casing pressure
and pressure due to the gas column are negligible. In
such casee, the production rates, at e~uilibrium condit-
ions, may be considered ~s directly proportional to
depths to fluid, or heights of the fluid column, without
involving any appreciable error.
Considering, for the present, only wells of
Class 1, as defined in the preceding paragraph, there
are five factors to be considered, namely:
(1) Height of the fluid column
(2) Density of the fluid
(3) Pressure due to the gas column
(4) ell head pressure
(5) ate of produotion
lnasmuch as it is seldom practical to obtain
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the static reservoir pressure, bottom hole pressures must
be determined at two or more rates of production in order
to determine the productivity index.
In actual practice, all the factors listed
above are not determined independently, the fluid density
being obtained only incidentally. Briefly stated, the
procedure for determining bottom-hole pressure at any
particular rate of production, involves determining the
depths to fluid, and pressures at the fluid surface, tor
two or mQre well head pressures and oorresponding stable
fluid-levels. The depth to fluid is then plotted against
the pressure at the fluid surface, on coordinate paper.
If the density of the fluid in the well remains constant,
which it usually does under normal conditions at a con-
stant rate of production, a straight-line relationship
will be obtained and, by extrapolation, the pressure at
any particular depth below fluid level may be determined.
Extrapolation beyond the depth of the tubing perforations
is subject to error, inasmuch as the fluid density below
the perforations will probably be different from that
above. Consequently, the accurate determination of the
bottom-hole pressure requires that the tubing perforat-
ions be at the same depth as the top of the formation.
The presence of a liner in the well also causes a change
16
in the density of the fluid, but it has been found that
the density, at a constant production rate, is proportion-
al to the cross-sectional area of the annular space, so
that a correction may be made for such a condition. A
description of the process involved in determining bottom-
hole pressures from fluid level measurements is given
herewith.
rate.
The well being tested is produced at a constant
Pressure at the casing head is maintained at some
constant value by use of a back-pressure valve. The
depth to fluid is determined by "shooting" the fluid
level in the well and multiplying the number' of tubing-
collar reflections between tae well head and the fluid
level by the average tubing-joint length. The pressure
exerted by the gas column is next determined. This in-
volves the measurement of the specific gravity of the gas
in the well, which may be done with laboratory equipment.
The Depthograph Company, however, has constructed an em-
pirical curve from field data with which the specific
gravity of a gas can be determined from the velocity of
the pressure wave through it. Thus the specific gravity
can be determined from computation of the velocity attain-
ed in measuring the fluid depth. Knowing the specific
gravity and the well-head pressure, which may be read
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directly from a gauge, the pressure exerted by the gas
upon the fluid column may be calculated from Diee's for-
mula, as follows:
Log 10 Pb =
Where:
SD + LoglO Pt122.82 T
( 6)
Pb = pounds/sq. in. absolute at bottom of the
column
S = specific gravity of the gas
D = distance to fluid, feet
T = mean temperature, degrees F., absolute
Pt = pounds/sq. in., absolute, at top of
column
The use of charts facilitates the calculation
of Dice's for;lDlla.
Having determined the pressure at the fluid
surface for one depth to fluid, the fluid-level is de-
pressed or raised, without changing the rate of product-
ion, by regulating the back-pressure valve controlling
the pressure at the well head. This operation merely
supplants fluid pressure with well-head pressure, or vice
versa, and does not disturb the pressure-flow relation-
ship.. After the fluid-level has become stable, proced-
ure and calcUlations are then repeated. Ordinarily, two
determinations of fluid-level-depth and pressure at the
fluid surface, at any particular rate of production, are
·See note Page 28
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sufficient to permit· extrapolation to the pressure at
pump depth. However, in order to be sure that the den-
sity of the fluid is remaining constant, three points are
sometimes taken.
Figure 1 (see Page 51) illustrates the plotted
data from such a tes~ The well was first produced at the
rate of 666 barrels per day, and the pressures at the
fluid surface were determined, as described above, for
three different fluid levels. These pressures were then
plotted against depths to fluid (see Points ,B, and 0,
Figure 1, Page 51) and a line conneoting the points WM
extrapolated to pump depth, giving a value of 334 pounds!
sq. in., a.s the pressure at the P\U!I.P, while producing
666 barrels per day.
The well was then produced at the rate of 198
barrels per day. Pressures at the fluid surface were
determined for two different fluid levels. lhen plotted
and the curve extrapolated (see Points D and E, :F'igure 1),
a pressure of 435 pounds/square inch at the pump was in-
dicated.
SUbstituting the values obtained from this test
in =quation Three (3) the following is obtained:
666 - 198 =C(435 - 334)
By calculation, C =4.63
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From Equation Four (4), the well capacity is:
Q max =4.63 x 435 + 198 = 2213 barrels/day
The above calculation assumes that the pump was
placed at formation depth.
The process of deterruning bottom-hole pres-
sures or pressures at the pump, above described, is cov-
ered by patents owned by the Depthograph Company. Addi t-
ional data on tests of this nature are shovm in Fugures 8
and 8-A (Pages 69 to 63).
3. Determination of Fluid Density
Although the density of the fluid in the annu-
lus of the well is not used directly in the calculation
of bottom-hole pressure, it is frequently us·eful in de-
termining proper pump submergence, or in calculating the
hydraulic horsepower requirements. TI1e unit pressure of
the fluid-column pressure can be readily calculated by
dividing the difference in pressures at the fluid suf-
face by the corresponding difference in fluid levels.
MUltiplying the column pressure per foot of fluid by 144
gives the fluid density in pounds/cu. ft. For instance,
trom the data in Figure I, it can be ascertained that the
fluid was depressed to 510 feet between Points A and B.
The corresponding difference in pressure was 99 pounds/
20
27.9 pounds/cu. ft.
The fluid density, therefore.sq. in. was 99 x 144 or
510 '
At the higher rate of production
the column pressure was 19.4 pounds per square inch per
100 feet. It will be noted, from Figure 1. that at the
lower rate of production in the Bame well the column
pressure was 29.6 pounds ~er square inch per 100 feet,
the difference being due to the effects of gas.
4. Determination of Productivity Index From Fluid Levels
Only
In wells of the second class previously mention-
ed, that is, wells producing a negligible quantity of gas.
it has been found that the density of the fluid column
does not change appreciably when the rate of production
is changed, provided the well is tubed to the producing
forma tion, and sufficient pump submergence is maintained
to keep solution gas from escaping through the well annu-
lus. Such wells usually are produced, or can be produced.
without pressure at the well head, and the effect of the
gas column in the annulus of the well is negligible.
Under these conditions, the bottom-hole pressure is pro-
portional to the fluid head, and the pressure-flow relat-
ionship may be expressed as follows:
Where:




is the production rate, barrels/24 hours
is the productivity index factor (barrels/
day/ft. drawdown)
is the distance in feet to static fluid
level
is the distance in feet to fluid level at
rate QI' under equilibrium conditions
It will be noted that in Equation Seven (7),
the productivity factor is based on barrels/day/foot
drawdown. This usage facilitates calculations. From
Equation Seven (7), the well capacity would be:
ere:
(8)
L is the depth, in feet, from the well head to
the top of the producing formation
Equations Seven (7) and Eight (8) require the
determination of the static fluid level, and assume a con-
stant fluid density in the well annulus under static con-
ditions. This fluid density would not be constant at the
static condition if the well produced water. Furthermore,
it is frequently impractical to obtain the static fluid
level, as this mignt require shutting in the well for an
extended period. Therefore, it is usually necessary to
produce the well at two stable rates, determining the dis-
tance to fluid at each rate. Under producing conditions,
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the lighter oil will displace any water that may be in
the annular space. The well must, of course, be tubed to
the producing formation so that water will not accumulate
below the tubing.
When two production rates are used) the relat-
ionship may be expressed as follows:
(9)
Where:
is the production rate) barrels/24 hours
at depth to fluid d2 under equilibrium con-
ditions
is the production rats. barrels/24 hours at
depth to fluid dl under equilibrium condit-
ions
is the productivity index factor, barrels/
day/foot drawdown
The well capacity may then be calculated as
follows:
L, in Equation Ten (10) is the depth in feet
from the well head to the producing formation.
Under state proration regulations in Kansas)
three producing rates and corresponding depths to fluid
are re~uired in deterndning the official potential of a
well. Theoretically, determinations at only two rates
are necessary to determine the well capacity, but the
third determination is made to check the reliability of
23
the preceding determinations and to reduce the possibil-
ity of errors. Usually. there is a slight variation from
the straight-line relationship when the three points are
plotted, particularly on the larger wells, where the
fluid drawdown is slight. In such cases, an average pro-
ductivity index is determined and used in calculating the
well capacity.
Figure 2 lPage 52) is the data sheet of a typi-
cal well test, taken ith the Depthograph, under at te
regulations of Kansas. With a production rate of 310
barrels per day, the fluid-level was found to be 607 feet
belc the surface. t 596 barrels per day, the depth-to-
fluid Was 801 feet, and at 708 barrels per day the depth-
to-fluid was 933 feet. At each rate, the vJell was pro-
duced until the fluid-level was stable, wittin required
limits, and then gauged for two hours at the high and in-
termediate rates and three hours at the low rate.
Use of the above figures, for the first and
second rates of production, in Equation Eight l8) gives
the following:
596 - 310 =01 (eOl - 607)
By calculation, 01 is equal to 1.476
Using the figures for ~he first and third rates
of production:
24
708 - 310 =01 (933 - 70?)
By calculatio~ Cl is equal to 1.221
The average of the two values of 01 is 1.348,
and the ell capacity may be calculated as follows:
1.348(3296 - 60?) + 310 =3934 barrels/day
The maximum potential allowed in the pool was
3,000 barrels. The well produced 1.24 water, This per-
centage was deducted from the maximum ot 3,000 barrels,
giving the well a potential of 2963 barrel •
Kansas proration regulations for "drawdovm" po-
tentials require that the low, intermediate, and high
rates of production shall be at least five (5), ten (10),
and fifteen (15) barrels per hour respectively, provided,
however, that no well need be produced at more than fifty
(50) per cent of its capacity. Stabilization ot the
fluid level within a limit ot five (5) feet per hour is
required for each production rate, and a recent ruling
requires gauging for three (3) hours for each rate after
stabilization is reached.
Potential determinations in Kansas are subject
to question, and a retest may be required, when the dif-
ference between the productivity indices, as determined
from the low and intermediate rates and low and high
rates, is more than ten (10) per cent of the higher index.
25
Kansas regulatory authorities limit potentials
to 3,000 barrels per day when taken by the "drawdown"
method, although indicated capacities considerably in ex-
cess of this figure are frequently obtained. The reason
for such limitation is that 3,000 barrels represents the
approximate maximum practical rate of production which
can be obtained to check the accuracy of the method.
There is considerable evidence to indicate that the
straight-line relationship of pressure and flo , which is
based on Darcy's la, would not hold at extremely high
rates of production.
5. Comparative Bottom-Hole Pressure and Fluid-Level De-
terminations
As pre,viously stated, the use of fluid-level
measurements only, in the determination of productivity
index, is limited to one particular type of well and, in-
sofer as is known, the Arbuckle lime wells of Kansas com-
prise the only large group of wells conforming to this
type. When such measurements were first proposed as a
means of determining well potentials for allocation pur-
poses in Kansas, there was considerable doubt regarding
the accuracy of the method. Numerous teste were made
using both bottom-hole pressure gauges and fluid-level
26
measuring devices in order to test the accuraey of such
determinat ions.
The Echo-Meter was the first fluid-level meas-
uring device used in Kansas. Figure 3 (Page 53) shows
the results of one of the early comparative tests, and it
will be noted that the results check very elosely. In
this particular instance the fluid level was only a short
distance below the surface and no difficulty was en-
countered in obtaining collar reflections. For soma time
after starting work in Kansas, the ho-Meter encountered
considerable difficulty in obtaining collar reflections
where the fluid level was relatively low, and numerous
errors occurred in attempting to extrapolate such collar
reflections as were obtained, to fluid depth.
Echo-Meter equip.toont has been improved and at
the present time satisfactory reflections are obtained to
depths sufficient to test the majority of Kansas wells.
Figure 4 (Page 54) is a. curve showing the re-
sults of a test on which the Echo-Meter, Depthograph, and
an Amerada bottom-hole pressure gauge were all used. The
three different instruments check very closely on the
final results in determining the well capacity.
Figure 5 (Page 55) is a similar curve showing
the results of a comparative test between the Depthograph
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and an Amerada bottom-hole pressure gauge. Figure 6
(Page 56) gives the data and calculations for the same
test. In this particular instance, the well was pumped
at the rate of approximately twenty-eight hundred (2800)
barrels per day and the Depthograph was at some disad-
vantage because of the pulsating fluid level caused by
the high production rate.
Figures 7 (Page 57) and 7-A (Pege 58) are
curves showing the results of bottom-hole pressure and
Depthograph determinations taken under State proration
regulations, the Depthograph being used officially.
A series of tests, using both the Depthograph
and bottom-hole pressure gauges, for the determination of
bottom-hole pressures, was recently conducted in four
wells producing from the Kansas City lime formation in
Kansas. ells, in the area where the tests were made,
produce considerable gas, and well-head pressures normal-
ly range from 300 to 450 pounds/sq. in. One of the wells
tested was flowing and the others were pumped. The data
indicate that the Depthograph determinations of bottom-
hole pressure checked very closely with the measured bot-
tom-hole pressure. However, the results were inconclus-
ive in determining whether or not the well capacities
were subject to determination by the f1drawdown" method.
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In every instance, casing pressures were so high that
the fluid level was held at the tUbing perforations
at all rates of production, and the gas-oil ratio varied
considerably. The productivity indices were highly in-
consistent. Part of this inconsistency may have been due
to the fact that the variations in pressure were so
slight that very small errors in measuring and reading
charts could cause appreciable errors in the calculated
results.
Figure 8 (Page 59) shows the comparative re-
sults of the bottom-hole pressure gauge and Depthograph
calculations for the above described tests. Figure 8-A
(Pages 60 to 63) is the Depthograph data on the tests.
NOTE: A variation of the method described on Pages 16
and 17 must be applied when the casing or well-
head pressure is great enough to depress the fluid
to the tubing perforations. In such instances, a
change in the back-pressure will affect the rate
of production. However, the bottom-hole pressure
(if perforations are at formation depth) then be-
comes the sum of the casing or well-head pressure
and the pressure due to the gas column in the an-
nulus.
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IV. ECONOMICS OF FLUID-LE'V'EL MEASUREMENTS
The advantage of conducting well studies with-
out interfering with production is readily apparent, par-
ticularly where production is unrestricted and any down-
time causes loss of income. Early use of fluid-level
measurements in California was largely in connection with
studies on such wells. Even where production was re-
stricted and down-time did not necessarily mean loss of
oil, the expense of pUlling rods, and in many cases tub-
1ng, was considerably more than the cost of an extended
study with fluid-level measuring devices.
The use of fluid-level measuring devices in
Kansas has been largely in connection with determining
well potentials for proration purposes. Prior to the
adoption of tldrawdown" methods of determining potentials,
physical tests were used. On most pump1ng wells this
necessitated the installation of large capacity equipment
costing from 7,000.00 to 12,000.00 per well, and re-
quired the pumping of wells at rates which were frequent-
ly considered injurious to the formation. Inasmuch as
well allowables were extremely low (averaging about 25
barrels per day) this large equipment was seldom needed,
except to take potentials, for several years after in-
stallation. Since the adoption of the "drawdown" method
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of taking potentials, most operators are equipping wells
with comparatively light pumping equipment, costing from
$1,500.00 to $4,000.00 per well, and are producing their
wells at much slower rates, thereby retarding the rate of
water encroachment.
The service charge for determining productivity
indices and well capacities in Kansas, where such deterrn-
inations are based on fluid levels alone, is approximate-
ly 50.00 for a single well. One unit can conduct tests
on as many as four wells simultaneously under favorable
circumstances and, when this 1s possible, the cost may be
reduced to approximately 20.00 per well. Labor and sup-
ervisory costs incidental to such tests are usually from
$15.00 to .25.00, making the total cost of a test vary
from $as.oo to $75.00. The average cost of taking capac-
ity physical tests, inclUding labor and repairs to eqUip-
ment, but not including depreciation and interest on the
costly eqUipment used, was approximately ~125.00 per well.
The cost of potential tests in Kansas, with
bottom-hole pressure gauges, varies considerably depend-
ing upon the manner in which the well has been equipped.
If tubing has been previously adapted for the use of
pressure gauges, and the gauge can be run on an insert
pump, only two round trips with the rods are required.
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Under such conditions the cost of pulling 3200 to 3500
feet of rods to run the gauge and again to recover it,
will amount to approximately $45.00. Other expense inci-
dental to running the gauge is approximately 10.00, and
labor costs for gauging, operating the equipment, and 60
forth, average about $20.00 per test. The total cost
would, therefore, be approximately 75.00. If it were
necessary to pull tubing or make additional trips with
rods in order to run the pressure gauge, the cost would
be proportionately higher.
The initial cost Of pressure gauges suitable
for use in pumping wells is approximately ,1,000.00 each.
Maintenance costs and the cost of other equipment neces-
sary for the accurate and convenient use of pressure
gauges are also considerable. These factors, plus a lack
of knowledge of the operation of such equipment on the
part of many operators, have precluded any general use of
bottom-hole pressure gauges for potential purposes in
Kansas, other than on flowing wells.
~nder proration regulations in I~8as, three
rates of production, at stable fluid levels, are requir-
ed for potential determinations, and the time required
for completion of a test is usually considerably less
when fluid-level measuring devices are used than when a
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pressure gauge is used. With the former, frequent
"shots" oan be taken to determine when the fluid level
has reached equilibrium, gauging can be regulated accord-
ingly, and the test completed in a minimum of time. The
well to be tested is usually started pumping about 4:00
A. M. State representative and fluid-level measuring
equipment arrive about 8:00 A. M. at Which time one equi-
librium level will probably have been attained. Under
average conditions the test will be completed, calculat-
ions made, and records supplied the state representative
the saroo day.
en a pressure gauge is used, it is ordinarily
installed in the well the day before the official test.
As no information regarding fluid equilibrium is avail-
able until the gauge is recovered, the pumping time for
each produotion rate is usually extended several hours in
order to assure stable pressures for each rate. During
this time the state representative must be present to
witness tank gauging. The pressure gauge is not recover-
ed until the following day, and the presence of the state
representative is again required to certify the chart and
complete the potential calculations.
For making well studies where only one fluid
level or pressure determination is required, the differ-
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ence in cost between the use of pressure gauges or fluid-
level measuring devices is even greater than where ex-
tended tests are made. The cost of running a pressure
gauge is approximately the same regardless of the purpose
of the test. ingle fluid-level determinations may be
had for approximately $20.00 where only one well is test-
ed. ere a large number of wells are to be tested con-
secutively, the cost per well is scaled downward to a
minimum of approximately 6.00 When thirty or more wells
are included. The time involved in making such tests
with fluid-level measuring devices is also much less than
that required when pressure gauges are used.
It should be pointed out that when pressure
gauges are used, the fluid level cannot be determined un-
less the density of the fluid in the annulus is known.
Determinations of fluid level and fluid density, where
these factors are used independently of bottom-hole pres-
sure, are functions of the fluid-level measuring devices
that cannot be duplicated with pressure gauges. Obvious-
ly, the location of obstructions in casing, and so forth,
is completely outside the field of pressure gauge appli-
cation.
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V. LIMITATIONS OF FLUID-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS
Although in many cases fluid-level measuring
devices supplant or enlarge upon the functions of pres-
sure gauges, there are, in some cases, advantages in the
use of the latter, and numerous instances where the fluid-
level measuring devices cannot supplant the pressure
gauge.
Records obtained from bottom-hole pressure
gauges are continuous, and there is seldom any question
regarding the interpretation ot the records, provided the
gauge has been properly calibrated. Records ot fluid-
level measurements are intermittent. They require caretul
interpretation and correlation which is, to a great ex-
tent, dependent upon the skill and experience ot the op-
erator ot the equipment. The skill and experience of the
instrument operator are particularly important when de-
terminations are being made at relatively great depths
and where it is necessary to use tuning apparatus to de-
termine collars, tubing catchers, liner tops, and fluid
level. Improper tuning, corroded casing or tubing, cas-
ing collars, or images trom the fluid reflection waves on
tubing catchers, liner tops, and so forth, may possibly
create "talse" retlections, requiring careful interpre-
tation. Vlliere it is necessary to determine the various
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components of bottom-hole pressures, as set out in Equat-
ion Five (5), numerous calculations are involved, and the
possibility of error is increased proportionately.
In flowing wells, where no p~ or rods are in-
stalled, pressure gauges can be run at considerably lees
cost and trouble than determinations from fluid-level
measurements can be made. In such wells, the use of
fluid measuring devices would be advantageous only if th~
tubing were too small to permit running the gauge or if
bottom-hole chokes or other obstructions were in the tub-
ing.
The static reservoir pressures of wells produc-
ing water cannot be determined directly from fluid-level
measurements, and wells equipped with casing pumps, or
with packers run on tubing, are not subject to fluid-levaL
determinations. Also, it is extremely difficult and some-
times impossible to obtain satisfactory reflections in
many wells when certain combinations of tubing and casing
are used. Such combinations include~" regular tubing
in 4t" casing and 3" tubing in ~"casing. The annular
space in such combinations is so small that it materially
limits the range of the pressure waves. Upset tubing
gives better reflections in all cases than does regular
tubing, thus permitting measurements to greater depths.
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It has been tound that in some cases an accumulation of
paraffin or sediment on regular tubing collars entirely
absorbs the reflect.ion wave. Small tubing inside large
casing also presents some difficulties.
The adoption of "drawdown" potentials in Kansas
was responsible for a rather wide-spread program toward
use of partia.l tubing strings. Static fluid levels in
many 3200 to 3500-toot wells are within five hundred feet
of the surface, and maximum drawdown for potential re-
qUirements is approximately 500 feet, so that 1,000 to
1,500 teet of tubing appeared to be ample in most in-
stances. However, considerable difficulty was encounter-
ed in determining productivity indices when wells were
only partially tubed, and in' several wells it was neces-
sary to reple.ce tubing that had been removed. It appear-
ed that when tubing perforations were raised appreciably,
sufficient solution gas was released which lowered the
density of the fluid above the pump, even though a neg-
ligible quantity of gas was present at the well head.
Furthermore, where water waS present, considerable var-
iation in the average density of the fluid was caused by
the accumulation of water below the tubing.
Figure 9 (Page 64) 1s the data sheet of a test
which was conducted in order to obtain information on
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"drawdown" tests using partial tubing strings. The well
WaS tubed to bottom, but pum and tubing perforations
were pI ced approximately 1500 feet off bottom. Two
pressure gauges, one placed near the bottom of the well
and the other placed immediately below the pump, were
used. The Depthograph was employed to determine fluid
levels.
From this data sheet it will be noted that at
the low rate of production, the density of the fluid
above the pump was such that the fluid pressure was 33.6
pounds per square inch per 100 feet. This density was
identical with that of the oil being produoed. At the
higher rates of production the density was reduced to the
extent that the fluid pressure was 30 pounds per square
inch per 100 feet, a reduotion in density occurring when
the pressure at the pump was reduced. The fluid below
the pump was evidently oomposed of a large percentage of
water, inasmuch as the fluid pressure waS 43.4 pounds per
square inch per 100 feet at the lower rate, and 42.8
pounds per square inch per 100 feet at the higher rate.
The well capacity, as determined from the pres-
sure gauge records, was 1873 barrels,and the capacity was
1781 barrels when calculated from the Depthograph record.
These figures are relatively close but analysis of the
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data indicates that there was a compensating error in the
fluid-level determinations. Although the fluid density
above the pump was less at the higher rate, the average
density of the entire column was increased slightly be-
oause of the reduction in the height of the oil column
above the pump, under which condition the heavy fluid be-
low the pump comprised a greater percentage of the total
column. Vlhen correotions for density were made, the cal-
culations trom tluid-level measurement gave almost ident-
ically the same results as the pressure gauge caloulat-
ion, indicating that the Depthograph measurements were
very accurate.
Where partial tubing strings are used, the dif-
ficulties attending the use of fluid-level measuring de-
vices in determining well capacities apply in a like man-
ner to pressure gauge determinations. While it would be
possible to run the gauge through the lower end of the
tubing to the bottom of the well, the recovery of the
gauge would be doubtful.
Figure 9-A (Page 65) is the data sheet from a
test taken on a 3300-foot well, equipped with approxi-
mately 1000 feet of tubing. An Amerada pressure gauge
was placed in the bottom of the tubing. The well was
produoed at five different rates, varying trom 443 bar-
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rels of fluid per day to lt047 barrels of fluid per day.
At the highest rate of production the pressure at gauge
depth was 104 pounds per square inch while at the lowest
rate of production the pressure at the gauge was only 66
pounds per square inch. This increase in pressure at the
gauge depth, with increased rate of production, can only
be attributed to a decreasing density of the fluid below
the pump depth.
There appears to be no satisfactory method of
accurately deter.mining capacities of wells producing
water, without tubing the wells to bottom. ere there
is no water, satisfactory determinations possibly can be
made provided sufficient pump submergence is maintained
to prevent escaping gas from affecting the fluid density.
This latter applies, of course, regardless of the depn
to which the well is tubed.
Variations in the solution pressure, or bubble
point (i.e. the pressure at which gas comes out of solut-
ion), in wells which produce very little gas, is consid-
erable. A series of bottom-hole samples were taken 1n
Kansas and determinations of the bubble point pressures
were made. These pressures varied from 49 to 397 pounds
per square inch in wells which otherwise had very similar
characteristics. A summary of the results of these tests
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is shown in Figure 9-B (Page 66).
In order to reduce installation expense, many
wells have been equipped with full strings of tubing,
perforated at the producing formation, but with the pump
set at some lesser depth. This permitted the use of
short rod-strings and materially reduced pumping loads.
Satisfactory fluid-level determinations have been made
on wells so equipped. Pressure gauges heve likewise been
successfully used in such installations. The gauge is
inserted in a tube which has a bail on the top end. A
releasing hook and steel line are used to lower the tube
and gauge to the bottom of the tubing. This assembly is
recovered with a small latch-jack attached to a steel
line.
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Vl. DESCRIPTIONS OF FLUID-LEVEL MEASURING EQUIPMENT
1. The Depthograph
The Depthograph method of determining fluid
levels is entirely mechanical. Equipment consists es-
sentially of apparatus for releasing a charge of compres-
sed gas or air into the well-head, and instruments for
detecting and recording the returning wave reflections
from tubing collars and fluid oolumn. Compressed air
is carried in two pressure chambers, mounted in the
truck. Sufficient hose is usually provided to connect
the apparatus without removing the pressure chambers from
the truck.
Wave reflections are detected by means of a
diaphragm, made of duralumdn, and carefully selected for
uniformity of thickness. On the back of the diaphragm 1s
a mirror mounted in frictionless bearings so that the
slightest movement of the diaphragm is transmitted to the
mirror.
Diaphragm and mirror are mounted in a housing
which is divided into two parts by the diaphragm. A by-
pass arrangement pernrlts pressure to equalize on either
side of the diaphragm, and a filter in the by-pass pre-
vents the mirror from being clouded by the gas or air.
The sensitivity of the diaphragm may be increased by
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enlarging the volume of the housing behind the diaphragm.
A needle valve adjustment is all that is necessary to
make this enlargement.
The diaphragm is protected from the initial im-
pact of the gas charge by a well-lubricated stop valve.
This valve is opened by the operator immediately after
releasing the gas charge. A by-pass arrangement around
the stop-valve is also provided, and a specially cali-
brated valve is placed between the stop-valve and the
diaphragm housing. If considerable pulsation occurs in
the well, the stop-valve may be kept closed and the by-
pass alone used. The special valve permits regulation of
the wave impact on the diaphragm.
The recording apparatus is contained in a
light-proof cabinet to which the diaphragm housing may be
fitted. A light beam, directed at the mirror on the dia-
phragm, is reflected against prisms which divide the beam,
directing part of it upon a moving strip of sensitized
paper. The other part of the beam is transmitted upward
against a ground-glass plate at the top or the cabinet
where it may be observed by the operator.
Provision is made within the cabinet for a tim-
ing device to determine the frequency of the wave re-
flections end the velocity of the pressure wave. A ro-
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tating, slotted disc, back of which is a small light bulb,
transmits light waves at a frequency of fifty per second
against the sensitized paper on which the wave reflect-
ions are recorded, so that the time record appears along-
side the wave-reflection record. The movement of the
sensitized paper is controlled by a constant-speed motor.
The slottedd1sc 1s actuated by a tuning fork which is in
turn operated by an electro-megnetic drive. Power is
supplied by batteries in the truek.
Normally, the equipment is set up near the
well-head. Connection is made to the well-head by means
of a special wy" and necessary fittings. The receiving
and recording equipment are connected to one "Y" opening,
end the apparatus for releasing the gas charge is con-
nected to the other. When conditions are such that the
truck can be placed close to the well-head, a flexible
hose is sometimes used and all the equipment is left in
the truck except a few fittings.
For comparatively shallow measurements (less
than 3,000 feet). the distance between the diaphragm and
the well-head is of no partieular significance. However.
on deeper measurements, this distance is adjusted so that
it is approximately one-third the length of the tubing
joints. By such adjustment, or tuning, a condition may
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be attained where the oscillation in the piping between
well-head and diaphragm becomes the third harmonic of the
primary wave, greatly increasing the collar-echo ampli-
tude. This so-called tuning is covered by patents owned
by the Depthograph Company.
When equipment has been set up for making a
fluid-level determination, one or more trial "shots" are
usually made. The operator, at one motion, releases the
gas charge and opens the stop-valve ahead of the dia-
phragm. He then observes the refleotions on the ground
glass plate. Adjustments are then made, if necessary,
to control valves, and the pressure of the gas charge may
be increased or decreased.
As soon as satisfactory reflections are obtain-
ed and recorded, a section of the cabinet containing the
sensitized paper 1s removed to a dark room in the truck
and the record is developed. This process requires ap-
prOXimately five minutes.
Complete Depthograph equipment for making
fluid-level determinations is carried on a light panel
truck. The only preparation necessary on the part of the
well owner is provision of an opening at the casinghead.
If there is pressure at the well head, an adequate gate
velve should be provided.
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Shown herewith are typioal charts obtained by
the Depthograph and photographs of Depthograph equipment
(see Figures la, la-A, and 11, Pages 67, 68, and 69).
2. The Echo-Meter
Unlike the Depthograph. the Eoho- ter is al-
most entirely electrically operated. The Eoho- eter
utilizes a cartridge for initiating a pressure wave. A
Tucker microphone is used to detect the tubing-collar re-
flections, and recording is accomplished with a direot
writing stylus, actuated by electro-magnetic drives.
Connection is made at the well head by means of
a 2" pipe wi. th a welded 'ry" at one side. A specially de-
signed gun is placed at the ''Y'' opening, and the firing
of the cartridge is accomplished with an electrioal
solenoid firing-pin, oontrolled from a switchboard panel
in the truck. For relatively shallow measurements, a
small cartridge is used and for greater range a larger
shell is used. A flame arrestor between the casinghead
and the firing apparatus prevents ignition of well-head
gases.
The Tucker microphone is placed at the outlet
of the 2" pipe. It is protected from the initial impact
of the charge by a motor-oontrolled. quick-opening valve.
The Tucker microphone is a "hot wire" grid, energized by
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power from batteries in the truck. The returning wave
reflections cool the grid, causing a change in the poten-
tial of the circuit. The output of the microphone is
connected to an amplification system which transmits the
reflections to the .recording apparatus.
The Echo-Meter formerly used a photographic
system of recording wave reflections, but now employs a
direct-writing ink recorder. This recorder consists of a
continuously moving strip of paper which passes under an
ink stylus. The stylus 1s actuated by two electromagnet-
ic drives. and an electromagnetic damping device prevents
overshooting and "hunting tl of the stylus pen.
Complete Echo-Meter equipment is carried in a
light panel truck. Firing apparatus, quick-opening valve,
and microphone are mounted in one unit and are set up at
the well-head. Electrical cable connects this equipment
to a switchboard in the truck. 'I'he recording appcs-ratus
is also mounted in the truck and, after connections are
mad.e and the gun loaded, the entire operation is electric-
ally controlled from the switchboard. The recording of
the wave reflection may be observed as it takes place.
The moving strip of paper, on which the record
is made, is powered by a constant-speed motor driven by
the amplified output of an electrical tuning fork. No
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time interval is recorded on the chart.
Typical Echo- tar records
Echo-Meter equipment are shown in
Pages 70 and 71.
and photographs of
Figures 12 and 13,
3. The Sonic Meter
The Sonic Meter is similar in principle to the
Echo-Meter. Electric blasting-caps are used to generate
a pressure wave in the well annulus. A carbon-button
microphone, similar to an ordinary telephone microphone,
picks up the returning wave reflections. The output of
the microphone is connected to the recording apparatus.
Connections were originally made at the well
head by means of a special pipe coupling with a wy" ar-
rangement, 8S shown 1n Figure 14 (Page 72), herewith.
However, during recent experimental work in Kansas, it
was found that better results could be obtained by at-
taching the blasting-cap chamber and tlame arrestor to
one side of the casinghead and the microphone directly to
the other side of the casinghead.
The recording apparatus consists essentially of
an oscillograph, to which the output of the microphone is
connected, a timing-reed, and a camera. The oscillograph
is a small galvanometer having a mirror on the front of
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the coil. A light source. mounted on the timing-reed
base throws 8 beam of light on the mirror and reflects it
into the camera which records the wave reflections.
The timing-reed is actuated by a driving coil
and microphone button. At t e end of the reed is placed
a plate with a small slot. through which a beam of light
is directed into the camera. Vibrations of the timing
reed are at the rate of one hundred per second and the
beam is 80 directed that timing lines are recorded along-
side the wave-reflection record.
The camera is electrically driven and uses a
film cartridge similar to that of an ordinary camera
film cartridge. 1~e camera must be reloaded for each
measurement. Strips of film approximately eight feet
long are wound on spools. and a spool is inserted for
each "shot". A recent model of the Sonic Meter utilizes
a continuous roll of film. similar to that used by the
Depthograph.
A 6-volt storage battery is used to operate
the recording apparatus. A 45-volt battery is used to
fire the blasting-cap. Cap chamber and microphone are
connected to the recorder case switchboard by cables.
and the operation 1s entirely
A notch. cut in the camera film.
electrically controlled.
permits the contact in
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the camera to "ground" through the paper and fire the cap
after the camera hes been put in operation, thereby pre-
venting premature firing.
A wiring diagram of the Sonic Meter appar-
atus is shown in Figure 15 (Page 73). This equip-
ment is mounted in a case approximately fifteen inches
by thirty inches by twelve inches, and may be carried in
the back seat of a car. A portable developing outfit,
consisting of a 3-cell battery box, developing fluid, and
hood, is used for developing the camera film. Developing
equipment, together with coupling pipe, cables, micro-
phone, and miscellaneous equipment, may be carried in an
automobile trunk.
Typical Sonic ter charts are shown in Fig-
ure 16 (Page 74), and photographs of onie Meter equ1p-
ment appear 1n Figure 17 (Page 75).
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Gulf T-99£>-A (5-1-S9)
FIGURE 110. 2
lANSAB PROR.lTIOR REPORT of STATE POTENTIAL TEST
Cor. BliP Production 24-hr. Rate
110. PUllping Eng. Fluid or Cor. for Period Production (ft. )
Hr. Cycle ~ Measure Fl.Lavel ...Q!l... Water Oil Water P.I.
1 Stabilisation Period 2 25 xM 9S~.8 (1) 59.03 708.~ 1.221
2 Stabilisation Period 2 20.15 x M 801.~ (2) 49.68 596.16 1.476
S Stabilization Period S il.S x M 607.5 (15) ~.':"5 310.00
POWER aDd FRONT 10 h.F. O.C.S. "Bat" &: LaRd engineIIID OF 'fIST Per-.nent front test.
Stroke Tank Ge.ugea














(I) TOTAL .•••.••••••••••••.••••••.••• ~.75
TOTAL for S PERIODS .•...••••••••• 147.46
AVERAGE PER cur WATER 1.24·
LEASE Mollie WELL 110. 9
COIII'ARY Gulf Oil Corp.
POOL Trapp
DAT! July 20, 19!19
AVERAGE P.I. 1.M8
IND. FL. CAPACITY !I.9M
AVG. ~ WATER 1.~4
POTEIn'IAL -- ~6S
T EST D A T A
PRODUCI:{l FORJ'\TION Arbuckle lillle
WE£L DEPTH - - --- 15.299"
PRODOCIN.} FORMATION DEPTH ~~
CASIN.} SIZE 7"
CASIN.} SET AT_ _ 15,296'
TUBIll> SIZE S~
DEPTH TUBED !I,297'
NUMBER TOBIN.} JOHnS 106 + 8' nipple.
AVrnAGE LENGTH of TUBI;>IG JOINTS lSO.76
PUll' SET AT 1.705'
PUll' SIZE 2-15/4" cOllllllOn.
PERFORATIOR> AT 15,292'-85~
DEVICE USED for IlEASUREMENT_ Depthograph
DEPTH GAUGE SET (if =ed)
A.?I. GRAVITY of OIL &: T·"'EIIP=ERA=-"~T""URE=---------_·
SPECIFIC GRAVITY of WATER ----
TEST WITNESSED by___ Pryor; State Gauger
TEST SUPERVISED by R.I(. Stuntz. Eggr.
FOREMAN______ H. B. Jordan
PUlIPER Louis Hall.
*Water be1d in receiving t&nk.
I - Check hours used for state gauge. Make re_rks on reverse.








Depth Calculated Lb. ot
Hourly Gauges to Fluid B.H.P. From B.R.P. Lb. Echo-
T~ S.P.M. Oil Water Fluid Head Fluid Measure Gauge Dif. Meter
9:00 28 42.54 5.48 435' 2851' 969 961 8 0.83
10:00 28 44.00 12.33 434' 2852' 969 961 8 0.83
11:00 28 42.43 12.33 430' 2856' 971 961 10 1.04
1:00 24 32.09 19.46 424' 2862' 97~ 965 7 0.73
2:00 24 30.58 9.73 413' 2873' 975 965 10 1.04
3:00 24 29.19 16.74 410' 2876' 977 965 12 1.24
B.B.F. gauge at 3286'
Specific gravity of oil - 0.7835






PRODUCTION - Barrel. per Da1
I.
,-







Depth ot pressure gauge
Gravity ot oil (measured)
Assumed temperature ot oil in well













Production Rate 2833 bbl per day
(Based on last 2 hr. of test)
2833/226 =12.54








ft. draw-down) 2814/601 =4.682
4.682 x 2,966 =13,886 bbl. per day
(Based
Depth. to Fluid - Static
Depth to Fluid - Producing
Fluid Draw-Down














= 1073.6 lb. per sq.1n.
= 856.1 lb. per sq.1n.
217.5 lb. per sq. in.
2814 bbl. per day
on last hour of test)
2814/217.5 = 12.93
=13,880 bbl. per day
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COMPARATIVE RESULTS OF DEPTHOGRAPH AND BOTTOM HOLE
PRESSURE GAUGE ON FLOWING .AND SEMI-FLOWING WELLS
Prod.
Production B. H. P. Index
Rate Gas Depth- Depth-
Well bbl./24 hI' Produc. Gauge osraph Gauge ograph
Well No. :3 450
248* No test 343 350 2.33
745 No test 297 304 10.8 10.8
858 No test 271 284 4.36 5.68**
Well No.1 0 463 463
395 73 M 377 377 4.49 4.49
642 124 M 309 309 3.63 3.63t-
Well No.2 0 481 483
327 92 M 450 449 10.55 9.62
520 137 M 435 438 12.88 17.55+
Hell No.4 0 446
157 133 M 376 372 2.24
524 225 M 343 337 1l.1 10.48+
*Probable error in gauging.
**used intermediate and high rates of production in calculat-
ing productivity indes.





Date 5-25-39 5-25-39 5-25-39 5-25-39 5-26-39 5-26-39
Time 11:30 AM 2:00 PM 3:20 PM 5:30 PM 2:00 AM 4:30 AM
Length of stroke 54" 54" 54" 54" 54" 54"
Pump stroke 21.4 21.4 33.6 33.6 13 13
Casing pressure 282 283 265 261 322 322
Gas column correction 21 21 23 23 28 28
Total pressure on fluid 303 304 288 284 350 350
Production rete bbl./day 745 745 858 858 248 248
Fluid depth 3041' 3041 ' 3041' 3041' 3041' 3041'
Fluid above perforations 0 :> 0 0 0 0





Date 5-22-39 5-25-39 5-25-39 5-26-39 5-26-39
Time 8:30 AM 3:00 PM 6:05 PM 4:00 AM 6:40 AM
Pump strokes per minute Static 25 25 12 12
Length of stroke 24" 24" 24" 24"
Casing pressure 429 356 348 'YJ7 285
Gas column correction 34 30 29 26 24
Total pressure on fluid 463 3e5 377 333 309
Production rate bbl./day 0 395 395 642 642
Fluid depth 3005' 3005' 3005' 2990' 3002'
Fluid above perforations 0 0 0 15' 2'






Date 5-18-39 5-20-39 5-20-39 5-21-39 5-21-39
Time 9:00 AM 9:00 PM 12:00 PM 2:00 AM 5:00 AM
Pump strokes per minute 30.5 30.5 30.5 30.5
Length of stroke 24" 24" 24" 24"
Casing pressure 352 414 414 408 406
Gas column correction 23 35 35 32 32
Total pressure on fluid 375 449 449 430 438
Production rate bbl.!day 0 327 327 520 520
Fluid depth 2700' 3017' 3017' 3017' 3017'
Fluid above perforations 310' 0 0 0 0
Static head of fluid 108 lb. 0 0 0 0






Date 5-30-39 5-30-39 5-30-39 5-30-39 5-31-39
Time 12:00 N 3:00 PM 4:12 PM 8:05 PM 8:00 AM
Pump strokes per minute Flowing Flowing Flowing FlOWing Flowing
Length of stroke 0 0 0 0 0
Casing pressure 313 311 336 344 388
Gas column correction 2"'7 26 28 28 32
Total pressure on fluid 340 337 364 3'72 420
Production rate bbl.!day 525 525 15'7 15'7 0
Fluid depth 3013' 3013' 3013' 3013' 3013'
Fluid above perforations 0 0 0 0 0
Pressure at datum 337 3'72 420*
*Had not reached stable static pressure. m
CJ1
nGIIlE 10••




D.1I81t.:r o.lI8it:r of 1....rag. o.pth Production
Galli· 10. 1 Galli. 10. 2 s.t-II ot nuid nuid Bet...n DeIl81 t:r to nuid Rat.
at 2.00§.' at a,288' Galli" AbaT. No. 1 10•• ], .. 2 nu1d Col_ Deptbocraph (Berre1.) Per C.nt .at.r
-----
StaUe 4llO 1,000 IWl 44.7
1M Rat. 2S8 817 549 55.8 4S.4 llll.8 1,208' 418 42.4
Intermadla~. Rat. e .,. 40.0 1,422' sea 57.15
Hi~h Rat, 94 8st Ml !lO.n 42.8 4O.S 1,1192' 727 sa.'
"Glock In GalICe No. 1 ran Interaittantl:r ao:l did rot record pr...un at int.~t. rat..
CaleuhtiolW - GalliI' No. 2 Calc-ulllUoll8 "'. Deptboll'&ph • all D a t a
Inter.edlat. rate - 580 bb1./day at 7~ lb.
Low rat. - 416 bbl./day at 817 lb.
Differential - 144 bbl./day at 79 lb.
P.I. =1../79 ~ 1.82.
High rat. - 727 bbl./da,. at 1156 lb.
1M rata - 416 bbl./day at 817 lb.
Differentia1 - 511 bbl./day at 182 lb.
P.I. =511/182 =1.71.
i ....reg. P.I. '" 1.785 bbl. per day/lb. draw down.
IOOleated capacity =1. '165 x 817 + 416 =1,864




IIIt.....diate rate - 560 bbl./day at 1,422'.
Low rat. - nil bbl./day,at 1,208
'
•
Differential - 144 bbl./day for 214'.
P.I•• 144/21' = 0.~7S.
Blib rat. - 727 bbl./da,. at 1,892'.
to. rate - 4111 bb1./day at 1,208'.
Differential - ru bbl./day for 484'.
P.I. '" ru/fS' " O.84S.
,iT.raCe P.I. = 0.656 bbl./day/tt. draw down.
Indioeted capacity = (5,262 - 1,2(8).558 + fill '"' 1,781
TubillC BiJe 5" up..t.
Cae1ne 8" OD 20 lb.
Standi'1l ....1.... 1,975'
Fint perforation 1,975-78'




GaUl. No. 2 5,2118 '
Top t~tion S,282'
Oil granty 47.2 at 72
.Va1culated d.lW1ty of 011 - 55.8 n./loo'
Calculated d.ll81ty of water - 44.2 1b./loo'
CuirwhMd Open
Ga'C.....re obtained by p,..,ing dir.ctly into
.tack tanka. Tanka were ..itched each hour ...
tile hoar'. JrodlEtion _lIured in a .till





~ch 17 .m~8, 111~. Tbeoretica.l
Capaclt.J' In
Production 'fubi.qc Gripl=OJIt Drop IbIller a..rrela per
Line Ruft !1lC1~ !lamll in 2 Ilr•. Productioltlltrrtll Nt Dy I I ToW ")Ie1 1a P.I. CullW Stro.. da,. IIued
No. No. Cycle ~ ~~~ J!!L~~ !later leter~ _!_~ ~ ~ lDu... ilL!..!II: on 1'1\ Stroy
-1 1 15.~ - ~" 8118 ~.S 2.45 se.95 4If 29.8 445.6 6.6! 2.8 0.8 5.S II 102 •• 1115 AtIooe. 1,e.. 461
2 2 18.:>8 - ~" 846 40.7 1I.7 44.4 488.r; 44.4 5l12.£l 8.lIS 2.4 O.ll S.O 611 1011 5.08 It1oo.. 2,2:;0 557
1I !I 25.7 - ~" 1,080 52.0 4.8 56.8 624 57.6 681.1.\ 8.45 5.6 - !I.e 82 85 7.92 11'.-.11. 2,857 714
4 4 27.75 -~" 1,258 58.5 8.7 87.2 '/02 104.5 806'.:> 12.95 11.0 1.0 12.0 llll 72 1l.2 At.all. 5,!!27 852
5 5 SS.75 -:\4" 1,~0 75.4 1l.9 87.S 90S 142.8 1,047.8 lS.64 11.0 - 17.0 104 64 16.' AtIoolI. 4,052 1,01S
Vol~trlc nuid Iverage Poll.heeI S8 Ut1c1eoc1
Line Run EftlclellC1 !Avel Hydreullc !lyllla:)..ter UfiC1ellC" Rod ~ II1Ai_ I I!;Jdraul1c HPI
_'!.laber IbIber Per Cent Feet Hor.epo1llU' Card Il~r Lo.d Poun4a HorHpo!!J' Load Load Pollebed Rod HP
-----
1 96.2 71115 2.06 1
1,851 2.44 .,900 1,000 84.(
1 2 1.955 2.E5 4, 'lOb 1,000 80.8
95.7 802 2.51 1 1,841 2.M 4,BOO 100 85.42 2 2 1,B46 2.94 4,BOO 900 85.4
. 95.4 7~ 2.95 1 1,751 1I.56 5,700 500 82.1!!I ~ 2 1,760 1I.58 5,500 400 82.4
97.0 704 s.lIe 1 1,761 4.ro 5,600 600 BO.74 4 2 1,795 4.28 5,800 '100 79.2
1 2,055 5.89 5,500 600 72.45 5 100.0 ~ 4.26 2 2,105 6.10 5,7'00 600 89.9
UNIT DATA
Unit - 10 h.p. O.G.S. Special "Eat".
IIot-or - LeRoi D-201.
CountArbal11nce - 1,200 H.
Effective counterbalance - 10,160 in.lb.




977' of lI" lQ-thd. "P.et tubirw.
S" x 12" cae.on barral.
975' of 7/8" rods.
2-S/4" co-.on plunger.
l-1{4" x 16' poli.had rod.
PUlWIIIl T!:lT DATA
Static bllUd-up pre.sure .rch Ill, 19119 - 19 hr., 20 II1n.
.hut-in. 188 p ••• i. at 989'.
later ..-pIe - Arbuckle _ter - sg. gr. 1.(\16 at 1000 F.
Oil ..-ple - .p. gr. 0.'7'm - 5O.S A.p.r. at 1000 r.
n.pt.h of bottoao bole pressure gauge - 989'.
StaaiardiMd 24 hr. for Run No.1.




8.-RI of IlOftOII II>LI 8&JI'LI1Il TIS'f8 - u.lAB
BUII8LI SOLUBIL- 8m.- 811RI.- Glum
111&1•• POll'!' m AGE lal USlDUAL
TEST PRODUCIIIl TO!!L WI'LI dolL- ~. Ib/lr!- ~ RBSID. 81'1'. OIL
10. J ILL POOL POUl'l'IOI DIP'1'B DlPTB mL. IE. r. ABS. ~. VOI/YOL vOI/VOL om. API
1711 Challe Arbuckle lI,284 , 2,950' DiU. 108 49 8.87 0.0247 0.0241 45.2
180 Trapp Arbllckle lI,274' lI,OOO' Diff. 102 156 29.8 0.0227 0.0222 59.8
182 Schroeder Arbuckle 3,218' 1,490' Diff. 86 101 19.5 0.0196 0.0l9l1 46.5
1811 Schroeder Arbuckle 3,218' 1,490' Diff. 102 99 25.8 0.0l')()6 0.0297 46.4
185 Schroeder Arbuckle 3,2l')()' 990' Diff. 86 85 20.6 0.02H 0.0211 46.7
187 Sullivan Topeka 2,927' 2,eoo' Diff. 96 397 76.5 0.0825 0.0760 :36.9
189 Trapp Arbucltle ~,554' 5,200' DilL 106 161 21.0 0.0220 0.0215 40.0
REIWlXSI- Test No. In - Highest bubble point prel!sure not determined.
Test No. 180 - . Sample compressed after flash vaporization.
Test No. 182 - - Semple compressed after nash vaporization.
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EXPLANATION .AND IiEFnUTION OF TEmf) USED
Bottom Hole Pressure Gauge - A gauge for recording pres-
sure, so constructed that it can be run into
and left in the well while pumping or flowing
is in progress.
Bottom Hole Sample - A sample of the well fluid taken at
the bottom of the hole. by a special sampling
device Which retains the fluid under reservoir
pressure until released in the laboratory.
Bubble Point - See Solution Pressure.
Casing - The encasing pipe which forms the wall of the
well hole.
Casinghead - A special fitting, attached to the top of
the casing. which supports the tubing and also
permits access to the annulus between casing
and tUbing.
"Drawdown" Potential - A potential determined by means of
fluid level or bottom-hole pressure measure-
ments, the name deriving from the fact that the
fluid level or bottom-hole pressure is reduced
or "drawn down" in proportion as the production
rate is increased.
Equilibrium Bottom-Hole Pressure or Fluid Level - When
production is started after a well has been
Shut-in. the bottom-hole pressure or fluid
level will drop until the pressure or fluid
level corresponding to the production rate is
reached. at mich time the pressure or fluid
level is at eqUilibrium. Conversely. when the
producing rate is decreased the bottom-hole
pressure and height of the fluid will increase
until a stable oondition or condition of equi-
librium 1s reached.
Fluid Level - The level at which fluid stands in the an-
nular space between tubing and casing.
Formation Depth - The depth from the surface to the top
of the producing formation.
77
Hydraulic Horsepower - The actual work expressed in horse-
power required to lift fluid from the well.
Liner - A short string ot pipe inserted in the casing and
extending a relatively short distance above the
bottom of the easing, is commonly called a
liner.
Potential - As commonly used, the potential of a well is
rated capacity for oil production, expressed in
barrels per day. Potentials are frequently
used as a basis tbr allocating oil where tull
production is curtailed by state authorities.
oduotion - The fluid produced trom the well.
Productivity Index - Well capacities are commonly referr-
ed to in barrels per day (one barrel being 42
U. S. gallons). At zero production the bottom
hole pressure is at its maximum, providing the
reservoir is in eqUilibrium. ~~en a straight
line relationship exists between capacity and
pressure, any rete of production less than ca-
paoity, if continued until the bottom-hole
pressure stabilizes, will reduce the pressure
in the same proportion that the 24-hour rate of
production bears to the well capacity. Conse-
quently, any stable production rate divided by
the corresponding reduction in pressure (lb/sq.
in.) will give a constant value. This constant
is referred to as the Productivity Index.
Solution Gas - Gas which is in a fluid state under reser-
voir pressure.
Solution Pressure or Bubble Point - The pressure at which
solution gas leaves the liquid state and as-
sumes a gaseous form.
Subsurface Equipment - Commonly considered as comprising
casing, tubing, sucker rods, pump or any nds-
cellaneous equipment, such as tubing catchers,
packers, etc., used in the well itself.
Sucker Rods - A jointed string of rods, usually run in-
side tubing and used to actuate a reciprocating
pump.
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Tubing - A string of pipe run inside the casing. used as
a flow string for conducting well fluids to the
surface.
Tubing Catcher - A device run on ihe tubing. usually near
the bottom, with slips which engage the casing
and support the tUbing in ease the tubing parts
or is inadvertently dropped.
Tubing Collar - The couplings by means of which individ-
ual joints of tubing are attached together.
Tubing Perforations - Holes placed in the tubing. below
the pump and usually 1n the bottom joint. to
permit entrance of fluid to the pump or tubing.
Tubing Tally - A record of the lengths of the individual
joints of tubing. usually made when tubing is
being inserted in a well.
Well Head - The "top" of the well; the point where fluid





~pplication of fluid level measurements 11
Bottom-hole pressure, comparison with fluid
level determination 25, 54, 63
Bottom-hole pressure, components of 13, 14
Bottom-hole pressures from fluid leTel
measurement 16, 51
Bottom-hole pressure gauges '. eost of 31
Bottom-hole pressure gauges, use of 1, 7, 40
Bottom-hole pressure measurements, from
fluid level measurements 13, 19
Bottom-hole pressure measurements, theory of 11, 13
Bottom-hole samples 39, 66
Bottom-hole samples, data 66
Bubble point 39, 66
Capacity of wells
Casing and tubing combinations
Comparative bottom-hole pressure gauge
and fluid level determinations
Comparison of Depthograph, Echo-Meter, and
pressure gauge
Comparison of Depthograph and pressure gauge
Comparison of Echo-Meter and pressure gauge
records
Commercial application of fluid level
measuring devices
Cost of fluid level measurements
Cost of potentials
Curve of Depthograph test
Curve of pressure gauge test











Description of fluid level measuri ng equipment
Data sheet, bottom hole samples
Data sheet, comparison bottom-hole pressure
gauge and Depthograph
Data sheet, Kansas potential
Density, determination of fluid



















Description of method of determining
bottom-hole pressures
Descript10n of Sonic Meter




Development of fluid level measuring devices
Development of Sonic Meter
Dice's formula
Page


















Early history of fluid level measuring devices







Economics of fluid level measurements
Effect of gas on fJ.. uid level determination
Effect of liners on fluid level determination
Effect of water on fluid level determination
Equipment for potential
Fluid density and pressure determinations
from fluid level measurements


































Type of wells where applicable
Uses of
Gas, effect of on fluid level measurements
Gas, solution pressure
Gas, specifie gravity of
Gauges - See bottom-hole pressure gauges
Kansas proration report of potential tests
Kansas requirements for potential tests





















Measurements - See fluid-level measurements
Methods of recording fluid level measurements 44, 46, 47
Method of running bottom-hole pressure gauge 40
Partial sucker rod strings 40
Partial tubing strings 36, 64
Perforations, tubing 15, 36
Photographs of fluid level measuring
equipJlElnt 69, n, 75
Potentials -
Cost of 29, 31
Data sheet for 52
EquipJlElnt for 29, 31
Kansas requirements for 22, 24
Pressure at fluid surface 17
Pressure-flow relationship 7, 11, 15
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Records of fluid level measurements
Reflectors, tubing































67, 68, 70, 74









Tests with perforations raised
Theory of bottom-hole pressure measurements
Tubing perforations
Tubing reflectors
Tubing, use of partial strings
Tuning
Types of wells SUbject to fluid level
measurements
Typical records of fluid level
measuring devices
Water, effect of on fluid level measuren:ents
Well capacities
Well-head connection of Sonic Meter
Wells, type subject to fluid level
measuremen ts
Wiring diagram of Sonic :Meter
39
14 to 23, 51
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